PE310/510-D
Module 7
Learning Guide
Living at the Cross-Roads:
A Faithful, Relevant Witness
Before you start...





Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle)
Post to this module’s forum
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come prepared to share about your vocation or current affairs

1. INTRODUCTION
Thus far we’ve considered the nature of worldviews, and what it means to live within the biblical story of
Creation, Fall and Redemption. Also, we’ve considered some of the major stories of our western culture,
which tempt us to desire their Kingdom. But what does it mean to live faithfully at the cross-roads of these
two stories? That is the focus for this module.
After student interaction/sharing and unpacking the pre-readings in the first session, we will re-enter the
biblical text, learning from the Colossian Church what it means to live under the all-encompassing Lordship
of Jesus the Christ, in a culture captivated by the stories of the Empire.
In the final session we’ll briefly consider different modes of engaging the world, based on Niebuhr’s fivefold typology relating Christ and Culture. This will position us for the remaining modules to apply a Christian
worldview to various issues such as science and technology, business, economics, health, scholarship,
education, and the arts.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Discern the tension between living in and for Christ’s story, and living in and for our culture’s story
2. Use Niebuhr’s five-fold typology (Christ and Culture) to strategise faithful action at the cross-roads
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to explain the broad implications of Christ’s
Lordship for how we live faithfully at the crossroads of modern and postmodern culture. Also, students
should be able to use and critique Niebuhr’s typology, employing a range of tools to strategise action.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm)
1:20
3:05
4:00

Student Sharing (Praying the News + Vocation) & Review of Readings (50 minutes)
Colossians Remixed: Subverting the Empire (50 minutes)
Christianity and Culture (Matthew 5 and 13) (50 minutes)
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2. INTERACTION: CURRENT AFFAIRS, GOD@WORK + REVIEW READINGS

Activity 7.1: Praying the Papers
BBC + Prayer (10 mins.)
“The Pastor and the Faithful should not deceive themselves into
thinking that they are a religious society, which has to do with
certain themes; they live in the world. We still need—according
to my old formulation—the Bible and the Newspaper. … [So]
take your Bible and take your newspaper, and read both. But
interpret newspapers from your Bible.” – Karl Barth
Each week, one student will share a newspaper article or media
clip concerning events in the public square. The grid of
creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action
(creation, fall, restoration) should be used in evaluating this
aspect of local or global news. (Perhaps the one minute BBC
world summary will give you some stimulus:
www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news.)
First, share your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
Second, as a class we’ll consider what a faithful and embodied
Christian response may look like—a response that addresses
both our thinking, and cultivating practices/liturgies that direct
our heart to desire and represent the Kingdom of God.
Third, we’ll bring this aspect of the world to Jesus in prayer.

Class Activity 7.2: God @ Work (10 mins.)
Each week one or two students will share for 3-5 minutes
concerning his or her main vocation, and how to live faithfully
at the crossroads. You’ll work through the same questions as
used in the various “God @ Work” interviews/transcripts
each module.
1. Describe your vocation
2. Where do you see creational intent in this vocation
(designed for good)
3. How has cultural idolatry (sin) warped this vocation?
(damaged by evil)
4. How might you participate redemptively with healing
action as you seek first the Kingdom of God? (restored
for better  sent together to heal the world
a taste of when God sets everything right)
Afterward, we’ll pray for you, dedicating your vocation afresh to the glory of God.
(n.b. You may find, in preparation for sharing, the Module 2 “Kingdom Gap” graphic a helpful frame)
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Class Activity 7.3: Reading Review (25 mins.)
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be chosen to share on one of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion, bouncing off their own forum posts.
The aim is to ground the readings and apply them to one’s life in general and ministry context in
particular.
This is the ideal time to bring up whatever is confusing,
or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy!

Particular Questions to Address in Response to the Pre-Readings
Living at the Crossroads, pp127-145
Why did many Christians in the 20th Century withdraw from representing Christ’s Lordship in
the public sphere, opting for a sacred/secular dichotomy?
If you were ‘on mission’ to our culture, list 3 key insights you would gain from contextualisation
As the authors do on pages 131-132, how might you tell in one paragraph your own
story/context of trying to live faithfully at the cross-roads? What does it mean for you to be ‘in’
but not ‘of’ the world?
What form does the ‘unbearable tension’ (p134) take in your vocation?
In your context, describe what withdrawal, accommodation and dualism might look like
In your primary vocation, where do you see creational intent, cultural idolatry, and how might
you faithfully participate with healing action?
The authors note four dangers with this frame of contextualization, each corrected as follows:


Individualistic  a communal witness



Forgetting the marginalized  a merciful witness



Triumphalism and coercion  a tolerant and suffering
witness



Compromise  a faithful witness
… for each, what may this look like in the
context of your vocation?

In Matthew 5:13-16, Jesus commends that we function as
salt, light, and a city on a hill. In what ways has the church
corporately, and you individually—as a representative of
Jesus’ reign—acted in these particular ways?
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Desiring the Kingdom, pp176-194
For each of the following practices, what form do they take both individually and corporately in
your life, helping shape your desire for the Kingdom of God?


Confession and Assurance of Pardon: Brokenness, Grace, Hope (176-182)



Baptism: Initiation into a Royal Priesthood, Constitution of a New People (182-190)



The Creed: Situating Belief (190-192)



Prayer: Learning the Language of the Kingdom (192-194)

As Baptists, do we make enough of Baptism? Explain
For each of the four practices above, design one way to better incorporate this into your
everyday life and the Sunday gathering of the Church
Stackhouse, Making the Best of It, pp. 13-42
In Niebuhr’s frame, what is meant by Culture and what is meant by Christ?
What is God’s attitude to the world? What aspects of today’s ‘world’ do you think God would
love or hate?
Recapping from module 5, how does the Church relate to the Kingdom of God?
What are the primary criticisms of Niebuhr’s typology, and do you feel they are fatal?
In your own words, how might you crystallise each of the following five types in one sentence
each:


Christ against Culture (p23) = TYPE I



Christ of Culture (p23) = TYPE II



Christ above Culture (p24) = TYPE III



Christ in paradox with Culture (p26) = TYPE IV



Christ transforming Culture (p27) = TYPE V

Using this typology, which model have Goheen and Bartholomew adopted?
Is this the only faithful approach? Why, or why not?
Stackhouse paraphrases Niebuhr’s Christ and Culture typology as exploring “the tension
between fidelity to Christ (the ideal of Christian faith) and our posture toward the society from
which the church is drawn and in which it must make its way” (p31). Which of the five types
presently sheds the most light on how you could faithfully live at the cross-roads in your
vocational context? That is, what should be your dominant mode of engagement at this time?
Niebuhr offers a typology, not a taxonomy. What does this mean, and how does this address
some of the central concerns with his model? Are there any other types you think Niebuhr
missed?
Given this (typology not taxonomy), why is it problematic to recommend one stance for the
church relative to the world? Give an example of where multiple stances are needed (e.g. a
Christian worldview response to poker machines and gambling in Australia; or immigration)
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Stackhouse highlights which denominations typically employ various types as their dominant
mode of engaging the world. However, he also notes this is far too simplistic. Give an example
of where each denomination adopts another type of engaging the culture:


Type I = Fundamentalists, Sectarians (Anabaptists, Mennonites etc.) and Pentecostals



Type 2 = Second generation exclusive Christian communities; Christendom + State Anglican



Type 3 (‘synthesists’) = Catholic, High Anglican



Type 4 (‘dualists’) = Lutheran



Type 5 (‘conversionists’) = Reformed and Evangelicals generally

Give an example of when Type 5 would not be the wisest approach for Church engaging culture
“Different cultures can require different stances” (p38). Give one example for each of the five
types, where you would be faithful to Christ to live out of this stance as your dominant
response
Need all Christians respond in the same way? Give an example where it is a good thing that
Christians respond out of different dominant types (e.g. war, feminism, advertising & media)
Why does Stackhouse prefer a chastened view of Type 5, suggesting we primarily adopt type 4,
being Christ and Culture in paradox? Give one example from your own vocation where this
stance may help you live faithfully in the tension of the now but not yet of Christ’s kingdom.

For the keeners …
If you’ve followed discussion around The Benedict Option by Rod Dreher (2017)—see my post and links
here—you’ll hopefully notice Niehbur’s typology whirring around in the background. As a simple reading,
Dreher can sound like a Type 5 Conversionist in orientation, lamenting the cultural slide from the medieval
ages where Christianity fulfilled pagan hopes (Type 3 Synthesist) and became the Christ of Culture (Type 2).
As the paradox (Type 4 Dualist) of living in an increasingly post-Christendom society grows, and the vision
of a fully transformed society (Type 5) disappears, Dreher is calling for a strategic retreat (Type 1) to get our
bearings and protect what still is the church. Perhaps, then, after this new “dark age”, the church as a light
on the hill will descend back into the valley of culture, and renew a stumbling society.
Of course, that’s a harsh reading—to which Dreher leaves himself open. It does highlight, however, how
this thinking of finding the one correct strategy is highly problematic. If our primary posture (using Andy
Crouch’s language) is culture keeping and culture making, then we are free to discern how we should
respond to each and every element of culture as a community living in but not of the world. Following
Christ, our prophet, priest, king, healer, and liberator, perhaps we should simultaneously:
Challenge/Expose/Flee (Prophet):
Reconcile/Reconnect/Redeem (Priest):
Direct/Lead/Transform (King):
Bind/Affirm/Treat (Healer):
Free/Inspire/Fulfil (Liberator):

Only as a community, guided by Scripture, and together following the Spirit’s leading, will we know.
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3. COLOSSIANS REMIXED: SUBVERTING THE EMPIRE

Resource 7.1
Online students can watch a video of the talk which will be presented in the second period here
(manuscript here).
Also, on Moodle Module 7, under Optional Reading, you’ll find a Lausanne Occasional Paper entitled
“07Opt_LOP33_HolisticMission.” You may find this a helpful reminder about the scope and depth of
our “integral mission”, which we touched on in the first module of this course.
This talk draws heavily on the following book, well worth a read:
Walsh, Brian J., and Sylvia C. Keesmaat. Colossians Remixed: Subverting the Empire.
Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity Press, 2004.
Also, the following books are an excellent read—primarily from an Anabaptist
perspective—for how we may live faithfully at the post-Christendom cross-roads
where the church lacks the power and prestige we once had.
Claiborne, Shane. The Irresistible Revolution: Living As an Ordinary Radical. Grand Rapids, Mich:
Zondervan, 2006.
Hauerwas, Stanley, and William H. Willimon. Resident Aliens: Life in the Christian Colony. Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1989.
Lyons, Gabe. The Next Christians: The Good News About the End of Christian America. New York:
Doubleday Religion, 2010.
McLaren, Brian D. Everything Must Change: Jesus, Global Crises, and a Revolution of Hope. Nashville:
Thomas Nelson, 2007.
Sayers, Mark. Disappearing Church: From Cultural Relevance to Gospel Resilience.
Chicago, IL: Moody Publishers, 2016.
Sayers, Mark. The Vertical Self. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2010.
Across the course I’ve mentioned a provocative book calling for a strategic
withdrawal from society, arguably “the most discussed and most important religious
book of the decade” according to New York Times columnist David Brooks:
Dreher, Rod. The Benedict Option: A Strategy for Christians in a Post-Christian
Nation. New York: Penguin Books, 2017.
It’s well explored at the forum “Time for the Benedict Option” (video; transcript).
For my analysis/introduction, see here. And for other helpful reviews, see here
(balanced critique), here (Augustinian angle), here (multiple brief perspectives) and here (Mike
Bird’s Aussie review). Christianity Today ran a feature on BenOp here. It’s worth comparing and
contrasting this with my talk in the second session—“Colossians Remixed: Subverting the Empire”—
in which I affirm the need for deeper formation as a “counter-culture” that is radically different.
But, I want to challenge Dreher’s protectionism that fails to locate this radical difference within a
larger missional call to be a taste of the kingdom that exists for the sake of the world God loves. For
alternatives to a thoroughgoing retreat that tends toward insularity from the world, see:
Frost, Michael. Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian Culture. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2010.
John D. Inazu. Confident Pluralism: Surviving and Thriving Through Deep Difference. University of
Chicago Press, 2016. (For Inazu’s critique of why BenOp “falls short of real pluralism” see here.)
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3.1

Culture Shock

God sends us, but not as individuals. He chooses a people. He makes a family for Himself through the cross,
and sends us together to represent Him in the world.
We’re to radically identify with the world so the message makes sense. But we’re also to be radically
different from our culture, so our lives and words offer “good news” of a different way forward, a way that
leads to life.
We’re Ambassadors for Christ and His Kingdom.
We live in a foreign Empire, and we’re called to subvert it from within.
But what does this mean in a culture like ours? It’s like we’re
caught between cultures. (See here for an example.)
Ever had culture shock? Well spare a thought for visitors! Our
culture is so familiar, even normal to us, but it’s foreign to
visitors. When you’re entrenched within a culture, foreigners
seem crazy. But these alternative perspectives are a gift—
they’re a chance to see ourselves from a different angle, and
maybe even catch a blind spot or two.

3.2

Mixed Up
“If you want to know about the water, don't ask a
fish.” Does it know any different?
We need outside perspectives to see our culture
afresh.
How would South Americans, Africans, and Asians
make sense of the London Riots, our insatiable
appetite for more, widespread obesity and anorexia,
over-connection through technology yet rampant
loneliness, and family dislocation while we occupy
expensive and empty homes?

What’s gone wrong here? For all the good gifts in our culture, we’re mixed up.
So what of the church? Aren’t we meant to represent the Kingdom of God in our shared life together? Then
why do we look so similar to our mixed up culture?
Jesus’ words in Matthew 5:13 are sobering.
God sends us. But we’ve got nothing to offer if our salt is bland and our light is extinguished. What does it
mean to live as resident aliens representing the Kingdom in an Empire like ours? Does our gospel
community cause a positive culture shock in a mixed up world? That’s why we’re exploring Colossians.
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3.3

Colossae’s Alternative: Mixed Up or Remixed?

Imagine your senior Pastor was imprisoned with a
prominent house church leader while on mission in China.
Your Pastor shares his heart, thankful for all the fruit the
gospel has borne in your home church. But he also shares
concerns over compromise: we look a lot like our
surrounding culture, blending in to avoid persecution, and
believing the lies of politicians, philosophers, and
promoters. This Chinese leader pens a letter of
encouragement and challenge, of thanksgiving and prayer,
urging us to recognize that Christ is enough—no need for
mystical experiences, new philosophies, and worldly
lifestyles. Christ is sufficient.
This is Colossians. Epaphras founded the Church in Colossae, and is holed up in prison with Paul the
prominent house church leader. He tells Paul how this gathering of believers love the Lord, but the
powerful Roman Empire and its symbols of success and flourishing have seeped into their hearts. They’re
losing potency as a witness, mixing and matching with lifestyles and beliefs from those outside the church.
Colossians is all about how Christ is sufficient. As followers of Jesus, we’re called to be different. We have
an alternative God (chapter 1), an alternative story and philosophy out of which we live (chapter 2), an
alternative lifestyle and ethic (chapter 3), and an alternative society (chapter 4). Our identity and mission
in Jesus requires us to be radically different for the sake of a world that’s lost its way.
Do you want to be mixed up, like the surrounding culture? Or do you want to be remixed for mission,
immersed in Christ and submitted to His Lordship?

3.3.1 Colossians 1:1-2 – A Holy Family Immersed in Christ
Apostle (Sent + Message)
God’s Will (Prison + Persecution)
Holy People (Wholeness + Integration)
In Christ (Total Immersion)
Family (Beyond Acquaintance)
Grace and Peace (Favour + Flourishing)

3.3.2 Colossians 1:3-8 – A Hope Filled Family for Faith and Love
Worldly Hope  Faith + Love
The LORD’s ‘Gospel’ (Displacing Caesar)
Godly Hope  Faith + Love
Thanksgiving around the Lord’s Table
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3.3.3 Colossians 1:9-12 – A Prayerful Family for Bearing Fruit
Prayer (Wisdom for What’s Next)
Bearing Fruit
Old Spice vs. Sermon on the Mount
(What’s your definition of ‘blessed’?)
Subverting the Image Empire
Intentional Christian Community (ICC) 1
(Doing Life Together @ the Peace Tree)
Prayerful Plans for Ordinary Radicals

3.3.4 Colossians 1:13-14 – A Rescued Family for Potent Witness
“For God has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he
loves, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.”

Overblown or a Battle?

Exodus and the “Prince of this World”

Redeemed Slaves (Darkness to Light)

Urban Neighbours of Hope (UNOH)
Jono’s Journey

1

Report available at http://issuu.com/nikanddaveabroad/docs/growing-together-icc.report.
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3.4

Prayerfully Seeking an Alternative
How should we respond? We know that God
sends us. But are we radically different,
ambassadors for a different kingdom? As
people encounter our community at KBC, do
they find a family? Do they experience a
positive culture shock that speaks of God’s
love? Are we a holy people set apart for the
sake of the world, in our money, our time, our
relationships, and our living arrangements?
We must submit our lives afresh to God as an
alternative people. This isn’t about a new set of
boundary markers, but it is about prayer,
waiting on God’s leading.

Would you commit across this series to seek God’s wisdom, through prayer, for how to live as His Kingdom
community, radically different for the sake of the world?

3.5

Questions for Discussion

1. “We’re Ambassadors for Christ and His Kingdom. We live
in a foreign Empire, and we’re called to subvert it from
within.” How do you sit with this statement?
2. What other blind spots have you discovered for both
Australian and Christian culture, by listening to ‘foreign’
perspectives?
3. We are to radically identify with our culture so the
message is understood, but be radically different so the
message offers an alternative. How have we fared?
4. Read back through Colossians 1:1-14, noting themes of family, faith, hope, love, holiness, and
fruitfulness. What is God saying to you through this?
5. Spend some time as Christian family seeking God’s wisdom through prayer, for how to live as His
Kingdom community, different for the sake of the world.
6. What one change would God have you make, starting this week?

Reflection Activities 7.1 & 7.2
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#7.1 We are to radically identify with our culture so the message is understood, but be radically different
so the message offers an alternative. Reflect on how you personally have gone living in this tension?
#7.2 In response to this talk, what one change would God have you make, starting this week, to live
faithfully at the cross-roads of competing stories?
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4. CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE (MATTHEW 5 AND 13)

Resource 7.2
This session is primarily framed around H. Richard Niebuhr’s 1951 classic, Christ and Culture.
The 50th Anniversary edition is most worth reading, with extra essays placing this book in context.
Niebuhr, H. Richard. Christ and Culture. New York, NY: HarperCollins, 2001.
As set in the readings, one of the best efforts at
reframing Niebuhr is found in the following:
Stackhouse, John G. Making the Best of It: Following Christ in the Real World.
Oxford University Press, 2008. (Moodle reading pp. 13-42 here.)

Oxford:

You can find an extensive summary of Stackhouse’s book here.
Another excellent reframing of Niebuhr is offered by Andy Crouch:
Crouch, Andy. Culture Making: Recovering Our Creative Calling. Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2008.
Christian Smith (Professor of Sociology at Notre Dame) summarised Crouch’s book this way:
“American evangelicals in the last hundred years have found it easy to condemn culture, critique culture,
copy culture and consume culture. It has been much harder for them to actively and imaginatively create
culture. Andy Crouch is out to change that.” (cf. Ben Witherington’s review here.)
Andy has started a blog on this theme here, and you can find a brief review of his book here. For
Australian bloggers trying hard to write intelligently in this complex space, see Nathan Campbell, Mike
Frost, Karina Kreminsky (eg here), and Stephen McAlpine, and my work with Traverse (web; facebook).
For various reformations of Niebuhr’s thesis, you may find these books helpful:
Carson, D. A. Christ and Culture Revisited. Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2008.
Edgar, William. Created & Creating: A Biblical Theology of Culture. Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2017.
Fitch, David E. Faithful Presence: Seven Disciplines That Shape the Church for Mission. Downers Grove, IL:
IVP Books, 2016.
Hauerwas, Stanley, and William H. Willimon. Resident Aliens, Life in the Christian Colony: A Provocative
Christian Assessment of Culture and Ministry for People Who Know That Something Is Wrong. Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 2014.
Hunter, James Davison. To Change the World: The Irony, Tragedy, and Possibility of Christianity in the
Late Modern World. New York: Oxford University Press, 2010. In particular, see Essay 1, Ch. 2 “Culture:
The Common View” (6-17), Essay 1, Ch. 4 “An Alternative View of Culture and Cultural Change in
Eleven Propositions” (32-47), and Essay 3, Ch. 6 “Toward a New City Commons” (273-286). Moodle.
Keller, Timothy. Loving the City: Doing Balanced, Gospel-Centered Ministry in Your City. Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2016. (In particular, see Ch. 9-12, alongside interaction with Andy Crouch.)
Newbigin, Lesslie. The Gospel in a Pluralist Society. New York: SPCK Classics, 2014.
O’Donovan, Oliver. The Desire of the Nations: Rediscovering the Roots of Political Theology. Cambridge,
UK: Cambridge University Press, 1996. On Moodle, see Ch. 7 “The Redemption of Society” (243-284)
and the Epilogue (285-288).
Tyson, Paul. “Australian Evangelicals: Of the World but Not In the World?” Zadok Perspectives 134
(Autumn 2017): 19-22. (On Moodle here.)
Volf, Miroslav. A Public Faith: How Followers of Christ Should Serve the Common Good. Grand Rapids, MI:
Brazos Press, 2011. On Moodle, see Introduction (ix-xvii), and Ch. 7 “Public Engagement” (119-138).
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Yoder, John Howard. The Politics of Jesus: Vicit Agnus Noster. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008.
See also the various works of Mike Frost, like Surprise the World, To Alter Your World, The Road to
Missional, and Incarnate.
How might Niebuhr’s frame apply to our contemporary culture? Whilst we are most definitely not
American, we are greatly influenced by America, and reflect many of the same patterns. A good friend of
mine wrote a Masters level essay applying Niebuhr to his context. You can find both this essay, and an
accompanying powerpoint, on Moodle: “Living Missionally in US Culture.”
More focused on the Australian context, see my essay, “The Call to Go: Why Youth Ministry Must Leave
the Building,” St. Mark’s Review 224 (May 2013): 62-69, on Moodle here. Workshop handout here.
Similarly, I’ve run a workshop entitled “Church in the Wild” on “bridging the divide between church and
culture”—handout on Moodle here.
Finally, if you’re wondering what it means to live faithfully at the crossroads of a very messy culture, then
perhaps my Wondering Fair articles on apartheid and oppression in South Africa may be helpful:
Here for a reflection on Nelson Mandela and “Poverty in Post-Apartheid South Africa”, and
Here for thoughts on Desmond Tutu and the Truth and Reconciliation Committee.

“The deeper the consciousness of the tension and the urge to take this yoke upon itself are felt, the healthier
the Church is. The more oblivious of this tension the Church is, the more well established and at home in this
world it feels, the more it is in deadly danger of being the salt that has lost its savour.”—Hendrik Kraemer.
“Until the future of the world matters more to the church than the future of the church,
the church has no future”—Ralph Winter

Watch this 3 minute video promoting the Morling College 2017 “Not In Kansas Anymore” symposium.
Here’s the brief: “What is the role of God’s people in an increasingly post-christian West? Are we activist
exiles or quaint keepers of an ancient flame? Are we to lean in to culture and insist on our right to act as
chaplains to a fading Christendom, or should we withdraw and exercise the ‘Benedict option’? What is a
creative and biblical strategy for how the church is to be in a context where God’s people feel increasingly
marginalised and overlooked.”
 What’s your initial intellectual/theological and emotional response to this video?
How would you answer these big questions?
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4.1

Fresh eyes for the Text

Christ calls us to be “in the world, but not of it”—a loose paraphrase of his sentiments in John 17.
We’re on mission, so it wouldn’t be faithful to escape from our immediate culture and calling and set up a
‘Christian’ enclave. On the other hand, if we begin to look just like the world around us, we have lost our
‘good news’ and fail as those called to announce and demonstrate the Kingdom of God. (See here.)
As explored in the second session of this module, we must radically identify with the world (incarnation)
and simultaneously remain radically different (holiness) from the patterns of this world, that we may fulfil
our calling as Christ-bearers.
It sounds wise—and, yes, it is!—but what exactly does this mean? Consider the six real life scenarios
offered by Goheen and Bartholomew on pages 131-132. What does it mean to “live faithfully at the crossroads” in a complex world like ours?
•
Christian businesswoman and profit motive
•
Christian graduate student and power of secular university
•
Christian social worker and humanist psych hospital
•
Christian history teacher and public school
•
Christian athlete and greed in professional sport
•
Christian politician and humanistic government

Class Activity 7.4: Conflicted @ X-Roads (15 mins.)
Together, read the following three passages:
Matthew 5:13-16 Matthew 13: 24-30 & 13:36-43

John 17:14-18

Now, break up into pairs, each pair covering one of the six scenarios above.
(Full details from the Goheen and Bartholomew text [pp131-32] are below this activity box.)
Discuss:
1. If you were the Christian in the scenario described, what principles would you take out of these
passages? List three principles in the spaces below
 ________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________
2. Corresponding to the principles above, what are three ways you might faithfully live at the crossroads in your particular scenario?
 ________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________
Together as a Class:
3. Share your insights

Reflection Activity 7.3
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#7.3 From Activity 7.4, choose one of the six scenarios, and write down three principles for living in the
tension emerging from the passages, and three corresponding faithful actions if this was your story.
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Scenarios for Living Faithfully at the Cross-Roads pp131-132:
#1 A Christian businesswoman works in middle management for a large company. It becomes increasingly
evident to her that the profit motive dominates her company to the exclusion of every other consideration
–the bottom line is all that really matters. But she recognizes that this drive for profit means upholding
unjust economic structures that exacerbate poverty in developing countries and ransack the natural
environment. How should she respond if she wants to keep her job and address this injustice?
#2 A Christian graduate student is working on his PhD in a public university. It becomes increasingly obvious
to him that relativism shapes the very foundations of his subject. His professors and fellow students
dogmatically refuse even to consider the possibility that any true metanarrative, including the biblical one,
exists. Yet their own view of the world is itself a deeply committed one, from which they roundly and
passionately condemn what they see as the “sins” of heterosexism, patriarchy, racism, and ethnocentrism.
They demand dogmatically that all scholars should play the game according to their rules. How is a
thoughtful Christian student to make his way in this academic world?
#3 A Christian social worker takes a position at a psychiatric hospital. She becomes aware that hospital
policy has been shaped throughout by an understanding of the human being that categorically denies the
fact of human sinfulness. All problems, according to this culture’s view, may be attributed to one’s
environment; no person is ever to be held accountable for any part of his or her own predicament. But this
Christian social worker is convinced that the medical culture’s approach is stripping human dignity from the
people she serves and in fact is getting in the way of solving their problems. She believes that an approach
that takes seriously humanity as being made in God’s image and yet being sinful would be much more
fruitful. Yet her whole professional culture rejects such an approach. How can she function in such an
environment of conflicting commitments?
#4 A Christian teacher takes a position teaching history in a local public elementary school. It is made clear
to her that she must not in any way allow her faith to “interfere” with her task: she is to teach history
precisely as it is narrated in the textbook. But that textbook, she soon discovers, tells a story that is out of
keeping with the story that would be told if one started with the gospel. The official “history” to be taught
in her school assumes the progress and evolution of humanity, especially through science and technology.
What does she do?
#5 A Christian athlete finally fulfils his dream of making it to the professional level of rugby league
[modified for Australia!]. He loves the competition and sees it as a gift of God, but increasingly he is
uncomfortable with the economics of professional sports. Is anyone worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars that they are being paid? Can such enormous salaries be justified in a world in which so many
people struggle merely to survive? He begins to see that salaries are negotiated not from a sense of the
athlete’s real need (or an awareness of how short their careers may be); instead, salary demands are driven
by egocentrism and naked greed. He wonders what, in this environment, it could possibly mean to play
football “for the glory of God.”
#6 A Christian enters politics and is elected to public office. She wants to enact laws that truly contribute to
public justice. Yet as she becomes more and more involved in the political process, she realizes that the
pervading liberal ideology, which upholds the freedom of the individual at all costs, actually is contributing
to injustice. She sees also that the making of policy is more often influenced by money and political
pressure than it is by a real concern for justice. No one around her seems troubled by these facts—they are
merely the assumptions of political life. Can this woman withstand the pressure to conform and still be an
effective politician?
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4.2

Niebuhr’s Five Types

As explored in the pre-reading (Stackhouse, Making the Best of It), one of the classic ways for discerning
what it means to faithfully live at the crossroads is through H. Richard Neibuhr’s five-fold typology in Christ
and Culture (1951).
If you didn’t quite catch the gist of Niebuhr’s types, read this short and succinct summary online here.
How should we, the church, live faithfully in the tension between following Christ and living in our culture?
The first two of Niebuhr’s types are at either extreme, collapsing the tension between Christ and Culture:
TYPE 1: CHRIST AGAINST CULTURE
Culture is radically against the demands of following Christ, thus we evacuate culture to follow Christ.
TYPE 2: CHRIST OF CULTURE
Culture is so radically Christianized that following Christ and serving culture are identical, in harmony.
The three remaining types keep the tension between Christ and Culture,
resolving them in different ways.
TYPE 3: CHRIST ABOVE CULTURE
God’s grace works through both church and culture, which are brought into
synthesis as we the church seek to challenge our culture’s sin and direct
our culture’s gifts toward fulfilment in Christ.
TYPE 4: CHRIST AND CULTURE IN PARADOX
Christ and culture are in tension, but following Christ means being called
to live within and serve culture to the best of our ability, aware of our own
sin and need for grace as His Kingdom bearers.
TYPE 5: CHRIST TRANSFORMING CULTURE
Christ calls us to convert our culture, transforming it actively into the
shape of His Kingdom, reforming structures to align with Christ’s rule.
Whilst Niebuhr implicitly prefers type 5, he recognises that culture is complex. Whilst one stance/type may
be dominant in any given cultural situation, there are likely aspects of that situation we must
Flee…
Affirm …
Fulfil …
Persist/Bear …
Transform
Quoting John Howard Yoder (in Stackhouse’s pre-reading, p34):
“Some elements of culture the church categorically rejects (pornography, tyranny, cultic idolatry).
Other dimensions of culture it accepts within clear limits (economic production, commerce, the graphic
arts, paying taxes for peacetime civil government). To still other dimensions of culture Christian faith gives a
new motivation and coherence (agriculture, family life, literacy, conflict resolution, empowerment).
Still others it strips of their claims to possess autonomous truth and value, and uses them as vehicles of
communication (philosophy, language, Old Testament ritual, music). Still other forms of culture are created
by the Christian churches (hospitals, service of the poor, generalized education, egalitarianism,
abolitionism, feminism).”
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Class Activity 7.5: Christ & Culture (20 mins.)
Following this activity box is an involved scenario describing the context and activity of a struggling
journalist in Roma. It also describes a key event that brings this journalist into tension, raising questions
as to how one may faithfully follow Christ in this vocation.
The class will break into five groups, each group adopting one stance from Niebuhr’s typology.
After reading the scenario together, discuss the following.
1. What aspects of the scenario stand out to you and why? Where is the tension?
2. Imagine that you were the journalist in this scenario, and you thought it best to respond out of
your dominant stance (whichever one of Niebuhr’s five types you chose/were assigned).
 In this light, which aspects of the scenario and event are now most relevant?
 How might you respond in your attempt to live faithfully at the cross-roads?
List 3 actions
3. In what ways is your approach both helpful and a hindrance in Christian witness?
4. Now, adopt the frame of creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action.
How might this shape your response?
4. Share together as a class, and consider which type you would preferably adopt in this situation
5. What light does each type shed on your vocation, and which stance should be dominant?

The following scenario and event was designed by David Yates from www.compass.org.au (2012).
The Scenario:
 You studied journalism and communications and have been working as a junior reporter at the Mt.
Isa Times for 3 years (a very regional newspaper).
 It is your first full time job since finishing university.
 The workplace has about 30 journalists staff and about 10 administrators and 2 photographers. It is
high tempo, with daily and weekly deadlines, frenetic activity, loud phone conversations, and
supervisors often yelling at staff when they get things wrong. There is paper everywhere. It is open
plan, with low barriers between each desk, arranged by section. There is strip fluorescent lighting,
not many windows and is primarily dark greens and greys. Although the carpet gets cleaned it has
clearly been many years since it has had a really good steam clean, and sections are sticky and very
well worn. With the office it smells slightly musty.
 Your office space is in the corner of the far end, with no window. You notice that each cubicle is
decorated in different and sometimes quirky ways. Some cubicles have lots of photos of kids and
family. Others have funny and rude jokes and pictures. Some have a very sparse and empty feel
about them.
 The office is on the third level of a 5 storey commercial building and it takes up the whole floor. The
printing is all done off sight. This office is the headquarters.
 The structure of the office is as follows. The Editor is the ‘big boss’, with 2 Deputy Editors, the Chief
of Staff who oversees all the journalists, a series of sub-editors, the senior journalists, the junior
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journalists and the cadets. There are 3 sections of the paper with their respective journalists—
Social and Community Affairs; News; and Sport.
You are in the social and community affairs section as a junior journalist, working with 2 other
juniors and 4 senior reporters plus 2 admin staff. You technically report to the Chief of Staff, but
Jane, who is the most senior reporter in your section, is your surrogate supervisor. Jane specialises
in the ‘colour’ part of the paper - this means things like celebrity marriages, cross words and food
etc.
Jane is a nice lady who does take time to comment on your writing and on how to improve clarity
and simplicity of expression. She is about 30,
a single mum, who always dresses
immaculately. She is someone who would not
rock the boat, is loyal to the Chief of Staff and
Editor, and works hard. She is on the verge of
being promoted out of the Social and
Community Affairs section. She is probably an
agnostic, although ‘the conversation’ has
never happened, but judging by her writing
she has moderate opinions but certainly
doesn’t push any strong views.
The weekly rhythm looks something like this:
the paper is published 2 times per week. The
mid-week on Wednesday, and the main
weekend version printed on Friday night for a
Saturday/weekend sale. The mid-week is
much smaller and allows you to publish
sometimes in your own right. Preparation for
the weekend version is primarily you writing,
researching, and interviewing people for the
minor, general and very small columns and fillers.
The deadline for printing is about 10 pm the night before, and often means everyone staying back
late. The Editor and Sub-editors all madly make last minute edits and design changes. It is always
tense. But once it has gone to the printers, most staff hang around for drinks and take outs, and
this usually extends to going out afterwards for a late night.
There have been many failed relationships within the office: it is about 70% men in the senior and
editing staff with about 70% female in the junior and cadet staff. You know that at least 2 of the
journalists are bordering on alcoholism and many others struggle with it, and you have been asked
several times if you need cocaine to keep your performance on track. One of the supervisors is very
openly homosexual. You are the only Christian (that you know of) and the church is referred to
negatively when the topic comes up.
The whole office environment, although fairly open, frank and social, is cynical and negative. The
focus of the work is usually bad news as it sells—and that is the nature of the job.
The sub-editors meet twice a week, and there is a weekly sectional meeting with the Chief of Staff
to discuss tasking and stories.
The paper is owned by Fairfax, and is part of a larger publicly listed entity. Last month there was an
AGM which you attended. The general feeling is the newspaper is in trouble financially with a 35%
sales slump in the last 12 months alone. Senior management has said to staff that there is pressure
to cut costs and increase sales, but no one will be laid off until a staff review is done by the HR
person. It is rumoured the head office in Sydney will sack the current chief editor and replace him
with a head-kicker from Melbourne, to begin the process of winding the place down.
You want to stay with the paper to at least your first promotion (which may take 2-3 years) and you
intend on starting a Masters in Journalism at some point.
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The Event:
1. It is first thing Monday. The Editor wants articles in the mid-week and weekend edition to help
promote a specific event in the community that takes place next Tuesday. It is the annual tarot card
reading festival. You have overheard conversations in the office and gauge that most people seem
to find the conference and what it stands for as innocuous and fun, although many actively read
their own horoscopes. The Chief of Staff has delegated this reporting task to Jane who passes it
directly to you. Wow, this means you will have your name in the Wednesday and the Saturday
edition, something that you haven’t had before. Jane also passes to you the angle that the Chief of
Staff wants in the articles: it is a family event, the whole community should turn up, everyone
wants to know their future and what better way than to support the local tarot card reading
association—it’s all harmless fun. You will need to organise interviews, photos, and have the first
draft for the mid-week edition to Jane by noon on Tuesday.

Using Niebuhr’s typology, how would you approach this, and what would you do?

Reflection Activity 7.4
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on p. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#7.4 From Class Activity 7.5, choose one of Niebuhr’s five types and reflect on how you may act out of
this dominant stance in the above scenario and event. How is this response both helpful, and a
hindrance? Which stance do you think best suits as dominant in this situation? How, if at all, does this
relate to your vocational context?
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4.3

Alternative Heuristics

A heuristic is an experience-based technique for problem solving,
learning, and discovery. Usually it consists of a simplified framework that
can powerfully apply to a range of contexts, shedding light on how one
may act when faced with a complex situation. It may consist of steps, or
questions.
Beyond Niebuhr’s five-fold typology, there are a number of useful
heuristics to help us discern how to faithfully act at the crossroads of
conflicting stories.
For each of the following Heuristics, how might it apply to
the journalist scenario explored in Class Activity 7.5?
Jot down some thoughts of how this might guide you in
faithfully living at the crossroads in your particular vocation

4.3.1 Goheen and Bartholomew, Living Faithfully at the Crossroads
Goheen and Bartholomew propose a model of cultural discernment, called critical participation:
What is the creational insight or structure?

(Creational design)

What is the idolatrous distortion or direction? (Cultural Idolatry)
What kind of healing action is possible?

(Healing Action)

What insights does this heuristic give for how I may faithfully live at the crossroads in my vocation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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4.3.2 Dave Benson, bouncing off Paul in Acts 17 and Walt Mueller’s analysis of youth culture2
Any time I’m trying to relate my faith to an aspect of our culture (whether an ideology, like pluralism,
secularism etc., or a phenomenon, e.g. facebook, competitive sport, whatever), I ask myself four questions:
What can I commend (champion, praise) in this cultural aspect?
What should I challenge?
How does this cultural aspect form a barrier (blockage) to people experiencing Christ’s Kingdom?
How does this cultural aspect offer a bridge (connection point) to the Christ’s Kingdom?
Similarly, you might pursue a “mutually critical correlation”, asking how the Christian and secular
perspective (i) affirm each other (agree/compare); (ii) refuse each other (disagree/contrast);
(iii) synergise in a fusion of horizons (create).
What insights does this heuristic give for how I may faithfully live at the crossroads in my vocation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

4.3.3 Christ’s Roles applied to the Church
Another way to consider how we should faithfully act at the crossroads derives from extending Jesus’
primary roles to the Church. This approach draws heavily from Charles van Engen’s 1991 book, God’s
Missionary People: Rethinking the Purpose of the Local Church.
How can we act as a prophet, highlighting where a wayward world has gone wrong?
How can we act as a priest, working to reconnect/reconcile God to His creation/creatures?
How can we act as a king, practically leading the way forward to shalom/flourishing?
To this three-fold ministry, van Engen adds two additional roles Christ’s church should play:
How can we act as a healer, binding up wounds of the hurting?
How can we act as a liberator, leading oppressed people toward freedom?
What insights does this heuristic give for how I may faithfully live at the crossroads in my vocation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2

Walt Mueller, Engaging the Soul of Youth Culture: Bridging Teen Worldviews and Christian Truth (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 2006).
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4.3.4 Andy Crouch, Culture Making … blog here
Andy Crouch’s book distinguishes gestures from postures. A gesture is a way we may move or act in the
world, as the occasion demands. For instance, at times it is appropriate for the Church to …
Condemn culture … prophetically denouncing that which destroys life
e.g. _______________________________________________
Critique culture … analysing how culture does or doesn’t align with a Biblical worldview
e.g. _______________________________________________
Copy culture … imitating that which is truly good in culture, finding related Christian forms
e.g. _______________________________________________
Consume culture … stop talking about it and simply enjoy and experience the world in which we live
e.g. _______________________________________________
Nevertheless, a gesture must never become a posture—an overriding mode of engaging the world.
It is too simplistic (indeed, it is unfaithful) to constantly engage the world in one of these modes.
Dangers of these gestures becoming a posture:
Condemn:
___________________________________________________
Critique:
___________________________________________________
Copy:
___________________________________________________
Consume:
___________________________________________________
None of these actions will have a lasting impact upon the world. Rather, we “change the world” when we
live out of two primary postures, engaging in purposeful work:
Culture Keeping … intentional acting to preserve that which is good in our culture against forces of entropy
and corruption
e.g. _______________________________________________
Culture Making … creating new expressions and artefacts of culture (in beauty, truth, and love), embodying
a Christian worldview, which changes the horizon of how people see the world and live in it
e.g. _______________________________________________

“[A]fter contemplation, the artist and the gardener both adopt a posture of purposeful work. They
bring their creativity and effort to their calling. The gardener tends what has gone before, making
the most of what is beautiful and weeding out what is distracting or useless. The artist can be more
daring: she starts with a blank canvas or a solid piece of stone and gradually brings something out
of it that was never there before. They are acting in the image of One who spoke a world into being
and stooped down to form creatures from the dust. They are creaturely creators, tending and
shaping the world that original Creator made.”—Andy Crouch
What insights does this heuristic give for how I may faithfully live at the crossroads in my vocation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________ __________________________________________________________________________
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4.3.5 Compass’ Heuristic: LEISL (www.compass.org.au, draft version August 2012)
Remember back to the story structure that underlies most worldviews?
In order to faithfully strategise and
act in the present, we must
understand the story we are in.
So, the following Compass Heuristic
(courtesy of Dave Yates) helps us
unpack what story is being told in
our workplace or vocation, exposing
the tension with the Biblical story of
creation, fall, and redemption, and
drawing us toward strategising
faithful action as people who tell
and live a different story.
The Compass “Influencing Society and Culture” Heuristic

LEISL:

1. Listen

2. Evaluate

3. Imagine

4. Strategise

5. Lead

(Subsequently simplified by Compass to LISTEN, IMAGINE, CREATE >> Videos here and here)
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1. Listen
Stories are powerful conveyors and shapers of meaning and identity. They answer key questions of life—
such as who are we, what are we meant to be doing?
The Listen part of the heuristic is about discerning, describing and naming what these stories are.

Heuristic Questions
Describe the influential stories affecting the situation (the good, the bad and the ugly)?

2. Evaluate
The Bible is a unified story. This story, and the Christian community you are part of, shape and form your
own identity and meaning and answer such questions as ‘what does it mean to be in the image of God?’.
The Evaluation part of the heuristic is about engaging with the biblical story and begins to describe what
the situation would look like if it were shaped by and embodying this story.
In doing this after Listen an ‘aching vision’ may form. This is the gap between ‘what is’ and ‘what could be’.
It leaves a tension and invites something to be done.

Heuristic Questions
Describe the biblical vision in direct relation to the stories in Listen?
How would the biblical vision be described if it influenced and was embodied in this situation, beyond
those in Listen?

3. Imagine
Our imagination is a wonderful gift. It can open up new creative possibilities and shine a different light on a
situation and bring hope. When done as a group it can reveal and open up a space and conversation
beyond what one person may consider.
After sensing an ‘aching vision’ in Evaluate, you and your group will need to be imaginative about all that
could be done to bring partial or full resolution to the tension(s). This should be done with no limitations or
consideration of constraints.

Heuristic Questions
Describe all that could be resolved to address the aching vision?
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4. Strategise
When you describe and name all that could be imagined to resolve the tension, it may seem overwhelming
and impossible, or realistic and exciting, or anywhere in between. Your perspective on what is critical may
be different from others. Your passions or ache may draw you to many resolutions. The imagined
resolutions may be at different levels, on different paths, have different constraints or reach different
people. All this should be prayerfully considered before authoring, creating or leading.
Strategise brings wisdom to all that is imagined to inform our actions as a protagonist.

Heuristic Questions
Describe the helper(s) to the protagonist? (both internal and external setting)
Analyse their relative influence and criticality?
Describe the antagonist(s)? (both internal and external setting)
Analyse their relative influence and criticality?
In light of the questions above, critically explore the paths and sequences a protagonist could pursue to
wrestle with the antagonist(s) to reach partial or full resolution(s)?

5. Lead
Once a pathway to resolution is determined the protagonist will need to ‘author’ actions that lead to
resolution. This requires skills and character (dependent on context) but highlights resilience and courage,
and as a minimum will mean assessing progress by continuing to Listen, Evaluate, Imagine and Strategise in
each episode.

Heuristic Questions
What skills does the leader require in this episode?
What type of leadership is required in this episode?
What has changed in the helper(s), protagonist and antagonist that should inform the strategy?
What insights does this heuristic give for how I may faithfully live at the crossroads in my vocation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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4.3.6 Douglas Schuurman and the Kingdom Gap
Across this class, each module, a student has been sharing how God is @ Work in his or her vocation.
The frame of reference adopted in this activity derives from Douglas Schuurman’s book,
Vocation: Discerning Our Callings in Life (Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2004).

For the full process, see online here.
What insights does this heuristic give for how I may faithfully live at the crossroads in my vocation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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5. DOXOLOGY
Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship.
Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology:

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

Forum Activity Module 7
As part of engaging with the set text and extra required readings, address each required reading
for this module, and comment on at least one other person’s post to advance the dialogue.
Clearly address the following four categories:
-a question—something you don’t understand, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something with which you disagree, or want to further nuance
-an implication—‘so what’ for how this teaching shapes your worldview
-an application—something useful right now in your context, to live out the text
Be sure to post these thoughts prior to each week’s class, as we’ll use these reflections as the basis
for an in-class discussion, where you will be expected to contribute in response to the readings.
Also, be sure to interact with at least one other student, advancing the conversation with a
question, challenge, elaboration or related story. This *isn’t* counted in the 200 word post.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (200 words)

Preparation for Next Week …
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide p6 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share on
each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a newspaper article or media clip concerning
events in the public square, and your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share with the class for 3-5 minutes concerning your main
vocation (whether present or future). Where do you see creational intent and cultural
idolatry in this vocation (designed for good, damaged by evil)? How might you participate
redemptively with healing action (restored for better so we are sent together to heal the
world, a taste of when God sets everything right) as you seek first God’s Kingdom?
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
I hope you took the time this module to apply one or more of the heuristics to your vocation.
Perhaps my favourite is the Compass Heuristic. It resonates with the central theme of this course:
we live in a story, thus we must understand the plot to know how to faithfully act.
Who, then, are the storytellers—the ‘authors’ in our culture—that prescribe for us what it means
to be human, and how events apparently have to play out?
I confess that, too often, I buy into these stories. I allow those outside the Kingdom to tell me
what’s possible. And when I start believing their story—about the march toward progress, or the
inevitability of cultural fragmentation and violence—I find the biblical story can seem like wishful
thinking. Fatalism sets in.
It’s at these times that I need to preach to my soul! I worship the God who brings the dead back to
life, and speaks things into existence that never were (Romans 4:17). In Christ, all things are
possible (Philippians 4:11-13). And it’s at times like these that I need to fix my eyes on Jesus as the
author and perfecter of my faith (Hebrews 12:2), and remember the great cloud of witnesses who,
by faith, transformed this world (Hebrews 11:1-2; 12:1).
What new stories would God have me write? How would He have me act faithfully in my vocation
at this stage in the Epic Story? What does it mean to live at the cross-roads?
This world is most definitely messy, and matters are complex. So, let me close with one story that,
for me, never ceases to inspire. It was an unlikely dream of reconciliation, brought to bear on one
of the uglier chapters in human history. It’s the story of Desmond Tutu and the TRC.
The following reflection was first written for Wondering Fair here.

Pastel Dreams and Apartheid
Desmond Tutu has a little children’s book called God’s Dream.[1]
In soft pastel paintings of kids from all nations, we discover that
God dreams about people sharing and caring, “that we reach out
and hold one another’s hands and play one another’s games and
laugh with one another’s hearts.” Yeah, right.
Tell that to victims in the Soweto riots or Sharpeville massacres:
“Sure, the big boys were a bit rough, but brush it off, accept
their apology, and play together as good kids should.”
Facing legitimated racism, ‘forgiveness’ seems naïve at best, and unjust at worst. Such religious drivel
enshrines platitudes in place of pragmatism. What we need—sceptics and sufferers alike insist—is cold,
hard justice.
What are we to make of such objections? Did Mandela take a wrong turn in appointing Tutu to chair the
“Truth and Reconciliation Commission” (TRC)?
The TRC, you may remember, was established in 1995 to investigate politically and racially motivated
human rights abuses during apartheid. It sought to restore victims’ dignity through recompense and
rehabilitation, and grant amnesty on a case by case basis to any person—whether black or white, to
avoid “victor’s justice”—who confessed the full extent of their atrocities. This had to be done within a
grace period, after which point the full weight of the law would fall on the head of the impenitent.
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Was the TRC warm-hearted but soft-minded; the kind of fairy-tale we tell our kids but ignore as adults?
I think not. As Tutu once said, “Children are a wonderful gift. They have an extraordinary capacity to see
into the heart of things and to expose sham and humbug for what they are.” Cold, retributive justice may
be one such sham, as both the African and Biblical understanding is “far more restorative—not so much
to punish as to redress or restore a balance that has been knocked askew.”[2] But if we reject the icy
logic of retribution, what hope have we of reaching final restoration? How can we not slip into weak
sentimentality and passivity before evil? Tutu, I suspect, would see truth and grace as South Africa’s two
feet on the long walk to reconciliation.
First, truth. Tutu experienced apartheid. He knew first hand that “God does not force us to be friends or
to love one another. … Dear child of God, it does happen that we get angry and hurt one another. Then
we feel sad and very alone. Sometimes we cry, and God cries with us.”[3] Reconciliation is never at the
expense of truth. We don’t move forward by forgetting the past. God is “notoriously biased in favour of
those without clout,” so the TRC disarmed the powers by bringing all injustice into the light.
Second, grace. Forgiveness follows admission of fault. It is both altruistic, and “the best form of selfinterest” as Tutu explained. For in forgiving, you are no longer locked in victimhood, chained to the
perpetrator. But this grace—returning good for evil—goes deeper yet: “When we say we’re sorry and
forgive one another, we wipe away our tears and God’s tears too.” Why? Because “God dreams that
every one of us will see that we are all brothers and sisters—yes, even you and me.”[4] Judgment begets
judgment, but what if “my humanity is bound up in yours”? What if “freedom is indivisible,” and that the
enemy is in reality another child of God: family? Surely, then, even as judgments must be rendered, our
arms should remain ever open to embrace the other as part of ourselves. In Xhosa, this is called ‘ubuntu’
(oo-BOON-too): I am what I am because of who we all are. As the “rainbow people of God,” ubuntu
extends to all.
The TRC’s resolution, as novel as it sounds, was not new. It was always God’s dream to reconcile all
people to Himself as one family (2 Corinthians 5:14-21). And this dream moved from platitude
to pragmatism when the Creator of the Universe called down from the cross to his crucifiers, “Father,
forgive them, for they do not understand your dream.”[5] Truth declares our solidarity in sin. Grace
offers amnesty for a time to the truly penitent. Justice is ultimately delivered to all who refuse to turn
from their complicity in evil. And God’s dream of reconciliation is eternally realized for all those humble
enough to forgive and be forgiven. May we in 2011 live toward this dream depicted in Tutu’s children’s
book, that one day we will all join hands and play together under the tree of life from which flows
healing to the rainbow nation.
______
[1] Desmond Tutu, God’s Dream (Melville, SA: Jacana Media, 2009).
[2] Tutu, “Recovering from Apartheid,” in The New Yorker, 18 November 1996.
[3] Tutu, God’s Dream.
[4] Ibid.
[5] Desmond Tutu, “God Suffers for Us,” in Children of God: Storybook Bible (Malaysia: PrettyInPress, 2010).
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